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Goals
Preparing immigrants for their journey 
with timely notifications.

Mobile Pathways works to help immigrants gain 
access to reliable legal information related to their 
numerous pathways to immigration via mobile 
phone messaging. They partner with immigration-
based nonprofits and attorneys to reach the vast 
and diverse population of intending immigrants. To 
ensure immigrants can prepare for their journey, the 
information sent is both culturally appropriate and in 
different languages.

Together, we did the impossible. Fíonta  
was brought on to help with a daunting and 
ambitious project: creating a cutting-edge and 
text-based Salesforce solution that helps bring 
fair access to justice for marginalized immigrants. 
In mere weeks, we succeeded in spite of all the 
unforeseen challenges blazing a new trail toward 
equitable justice for all.

Bart Skorupa 
CoFounder & Development Director 
Mobile Pathways

“SMS Technology Democratizes 
Immigration Justice

Hola Asistente  
by Mobile Pathways



Challenges
Reprioritizing case updates  
for client empowerment.
Mobile Pathways needed an innovative and flexible method 
of automatically alerting immigrants to changes in their 
court cases. As the target audience is individuals often in 
dangerous circumstances, helping them quickly navigate the 
immigration process can literally be the difference between 
life and death.

• Most immigrants cannot afford legal services to stay 
on top of court dates.

• Many do not have access to a U.S. mailbox to receive 
legal notifications.

• The immigration court is notorious for changing court 
dates and times without notification.

Therefore, it is of paramount importance that individuals 
can keep track of their court cases and prepare for their 
immigration journey ahead.

Solutions and Results
Salesforce-powered, text-based 
immigration assistant.

Meet Hola Asistente, powered by vetted  
immigration attorneys.

Since launching, Hola Asistente is already tracking over 
32,000 cases. Adoption is quick since it is free to use  
and only requires two pieces of information to sign up;  
a mobile phone number and an Alien Registration  
Number (“A-Number”).

SMS Technology
Hola Asistente texts detailed case information to immigrants 
while tracking and alerting users about any changes to their 
cases in Spanish, English, Ukrainian, French, and Creole.

Real-Time Updates
Constant monitoring of court websites for any changes  
(e.g., a new judge is assigned or a case is rescheduled)  
and sending an SMS alert when changes occur.

Localized Resources
Sends free informational videos from immigration experts 
to provide basic legal information in English, Spanish, and 
indigenous languages.
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Featured Products

Immigrant enters mobile 
number and Alien
Registration Number

Salesforce records 
and tracks the case

Immigration court 
details are scraped

Salesforce monitors 
updates to court data 
and updates the case

Hola Asistente alerts 
immigrants by SMS every 
time changes are found.


